
Thirteen Powers: Explanation of Correct Core Principles 十三勢行工心解1

Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

Use the xin2 to stimulate the movement of qi.3 Direct it to sink calmly. 
Then it can be concentrated in the bone marrow.

Use yi4 to move the body. Direct it to follow smoothly.
Then it can easily attend to the xin.
The jingshen5 can be directed to ascend, in which case, no worries of hesitation or heaviness.
This is called: ‘head-top suspended’.

The yi and qi must interact adroitly; only then is it round, vital and pleasurable. This is what is called, ‘the 
transformation of empty and full.’6

To issue energy one must sink deeply, loosen completely and focus one’s attention on a single spot.
In the stance, the body must be centred, upright, calm and comfortable, maintaining the ‘eight directions’.7

Qi circulates as if through ‘nine curved beads’.8 Let nothing prevent the qi from permeating the entire body 
structure.

Wield jin9 like steel tempered one hundred times. No strong-hold can resist.

The image of a rabbit-seizing-hawk. The spirit of a mouse-catching-cat.
Still as a mountain peak. Moving like the Yangzi and Huang rivers.

Storing jin is like a drawn bow. Issuing jin is like an arrow released. At the midpoint of the arc, look for the 
straight-line. Store then issue. Power emits from the spine. Footwork conforms to the body’s changes.

Gather, then immediately release. Once separated, immediately restore the connection.

Back and forth must fold10 over and over again. Advancing and retreating11 must rotate as they alternate.
Extremely soft—then suddenly, rigidly hard. If able to exhale and inhale; one suddenly becomes nimble and 
pliable.

The qi, if clearly occupied with nourishing, will never bring harm. The jin, if maneuvered to pass through curves 
and bends, will leave an accumulated surplus.

The xin gives the command. The qi serves as the emblem banner. The yao12 acts like a signal flag.
First seek to unfurl. Then seek to fold-up. Only then can one attain meticulous refinement.

It is said: “First attend to the xin, then attend to the body.” If the belly is loose, the qi yearns to penetrate the 
marrow. The shen is carefree and calm. In every moment attend to the xin.
Always remember: if one part moves, there is nothing else that does not move. If one part is still, nothing is not 
still. Coax movement into emergence. Qi adheres to back, gathering into and penetrating the marrow.

Inwardly consolidate jingshen. Outwardly, be peaceful and untroubled.
Step forward in the manner of a cat. Transport jin as if drawing silk out of a cocoon.

The entire essence and significance is found in the jingshen. Do not fixate on the qi. Preoccupation with qi 
creates lethargy. Although possessing qi, one lacks real power. Without this qi compulsion, one has a pure, 
resolute firmness. Qi is like a wheel but the waist is like the axle.

十三勢行工心解 Shisan Shi Xing Gong Xinjie 
以心行氣。務令沉著。乃能收斂入骨。以氣運身。務令順遂。乃能便利從心。精神能提得起，則無遲重

之虞。所謂頂頭懸也。意氣須換得靈。乃有圓活之趣。所謂變動虛實也。發勁須沉者鬆淨。專主一方。
立身須中正安舒。支撐八面。行氣如九曲珠。無為不立〔氣遍身軀之謂〕。運勁如百鍊鋼。何堅不推。

形如捕兔之鵠。神如捕鼠之貓。靜如山岳。動似江河。蓄勁如開弓。發勁如放箭。曲中求直。蓄而後
發。力由脊發。步隨身換。收即是放。斷而復連。往復須有摺疊。進退須有轉換。極柔。然後堅硬。能

呼吸。然後能靈活。氣以直養而無害。勁以曲經而有餘。心為令。氣為旗。腰為纛。先求開展。後求

緊。乃可臻於縝密矣。 又曰。先在心。後在身。腹鬆。氣歛入骨。神舒休靜。刻刻在心。切記一動無
有不動。一靜無有不靜。牽動往來。氣貼背。斂入骨。內固精神。外是安逸。邁步如貓行。運勁如抽

絲。全神意在精神。不在氣。在氣則滯。有氣者無力。無氣者純剛。氣如車輪。腰如車軸。



1 Shísān Shì Xíng Gōng Xīnjiě (十三勢行工心解). The title is often translated; ʻMental Elucidation of the Thirteen 
Posturesʼ. 

2 xīn (心) heart-mind complex. Refers to the core emotions and thoughts.

3 qì (氣) ʻvital forceʼ.

4 yì (意) ʻwillʼ; ʻintentionʼ.

5 jīngshén (精神) ʻconsciousnessʼ, ʻspiritʼ or ʻessenceʼ; the combination of jīng (精), the hormonal essence associated with 
sexuality and shén (神), the ʻsoulʼ or ʻdivine spiritʼ. As a complex, the two refer to what might be thought of as: the 
ʻmammalian animation systemʼ harmonized with the ʻhuman animation systemʼ.

6 xū-shí (虛實) ʻemptyʼ-ʼfullʼ. Also means ʻthe actual situationʼ; ʻtheoretical versus practicalʼ; ʻfalse versus trueʼ.

7 i.e. the ʻeight energiesʼ (péng, lǚ, jǐ, àn, cǎi, liè, zhǒu, kào)

8 i.e. like prayer beads along a string, connected but individually articulate. This is a metaphor for the blocky, rounded 
parts of the body. Head, upper torso, lower torso, upper arm, lower arm, hand, upper leg, lower leg, foot.

9 jìn (勁) ʻintrinsic forceʼ.

10 zhé (摺) ʻfoldʼ. Compare with: zhě (褶) ʻpleatʼ, ʻcreaseʼ.

11 jìn-tuì (进進) ʻadvanceʼ and ʻretreat.ʼ These are two of the five phases of the stance in the thirteen powers.

12 yāo (腰) The waist-kidney region; The moveable joint between the ribs and the hips.


